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GPS compatible 1:250,000 back roadmapping of New Brunswick, NovaScotia, PEI and the Avalon

Peninsulaarea of Newfoundland. Includesprovincial mapping at 1:1,500,000 ofall the Atlantic

Canada provinces.Also includes distance chart, scenicroutes, community and road indexplus many

map features such aspoints of interest, national historicsites, viewpoints, campgrounds,beaches,

waterfalls and more!
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> General

We found this to be an excellent gazatteer and used it extensively while we travelled. The maps are

detailed and really expanded so small corners show up. At a scale of about three K to the inch, the

maps were clear and well printed. The index page was essential and helped refer to the next area.

One problem with listing a two dimensional subject like geography in a one dimensional format such

as a book is that the areas are not successively listed. Therefore, when going from one area to the

next, the reader cannot simply turn the page but must look back to the index (although the next

maps are indicated on the page in fine print). This slight awkwardness is my only complaint but

probably unavoidable. I would strongly recommend this book to every person travelling in the area

as an essential tool. By the way, did I mention the size? Unlike some gazatteers that are the size of

a tabloid newspaper, this edition is much smaller and fits nicely in a backpack or suitcase pocket.

I am planning a motorcycle trip for next summer out through Maine and into the Canadian Maritime

provinces. This atlas is exactly what I hoped for. Actually it is more than I hoped for and all in a good

way. The difference between paved and unpaved roads is important with a heavy touring



motorcycle riding 2-up. Just fantastic and if you are planning a motorcycling or even a driving trip

out this way then you have to get this atlas. Yes, it is mandatory. Great detail and tremendously

useful!

I'm a geography nerd and I love maps. Unfortunately this atlas just isn't very useful. The formatting

and the misguided color choices make deciphering the map a challenge. I had intended to use this

map as a primary navigation tool through my Nova Scotia road trip, but instead relied on GPS which

proved to be more accurate less challenging.

Got my copy today. It was 2016 edition, different cover to the picture on this page. But same ISBN.

Print quality is okay. But. The front cover pictured here shows Gaspe. My 2016 edition does not

have Gaspe. Forget the north shore. Like others said, Newfoundland is incomplete as well. L'anse

Meadows is not covered. I am disappointed and a bit annoyed. Have to buy another atlas.

Be warned if buying this for a trip to Newfoundland there is only one section of Newfoundland in this

guide. It only has the eastern section that includes St. John's. We are traveling much further that

this guide includes. We will keep it for the other parts of Atlantic Canada it does include.

If you're driving through the Canadian Maritime Provinces, you'll need a Road Atlas. The area is

beautiful, but many of the roads and the signage are of a rural quality. This atlas was completely

reliable and highly informative. It greatly contributed to a very enjoyable several days of sight seeing

via automobile.

Well worth the price. Could be a bit bigger in size like but my sight isn't what it use to be. Very well

done Atlas of Atlantic Canada. Nothing is left out and there are some wonderful, well laid out scenic

routes to follow if you don't know the best roads to take. I love it, have no regrets and highly

recommend it to others hoping to travel Atlantic Canada.

Some people complained there was too much info on these maps, but I say: no such thing! This

book came in very handy on my recent trip to Nova Scotia, as it had tiny back roads on the maps

that my other maps did not, which was good, since our GPS threw us off a couple times.
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